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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO FRIAR ELÍAS

My dear Son, My dear Daughter:

When the spiritual heart hurts it means that an inner stain is being liberated. This happens when
there is a deep conversion in a soul in redemption. But these stains cannot come up because of the
constant misunderstandings that exist amongst My servers.

For this, before talking about the subjects related to the Plan of My Father, the souls must pray like
brothers and sisters to isolate their consciousness from the interferences that come from the
imprisoned parts that still do not want to liberate themselves.

Step by step the hearts go converting and consecrating themselves just by opening the door of the
heart. When there is disagreement or competition between My servers, because of ideas or logical
reasons, My Heart observes and prays, prays in order for the moments of maturity to arise and in
order for them to be maintained.

You must love the Plan of My Father as it manifests itself and in this no one will be free of making
mistakes and of learning, in order to grow. Be careful of those who affirm having the truth about
things! Because without realizing it they will be acting by their own will.

To live in the plans of My Father and under the plans of His Will, one must have an empty heart. If
there is not an empty heart, the spirit, who will be able to give you the power to live in humility,
will not be able to dwell. The works of My Father are works that resemble works of simplicity and
love. If the instrument of the Creator lacks these principles the Greater Work will be incomplete.

For each soul to comply with the Will of My Father it must love the task of the neighbor because in
this simple fact conflicts and competitions will be avoided.

To all those who serve Me, I tell you: acquire a spirit of simplicity so that you may walk in the law
of the Lord, the unique law of Love, in this way My Heart will protect you.

Under the Love of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for meditating on My words with the heart!

Christ Jesus, the Mediator.


